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What is data analytics?

 Data analytics - At its heart, data analytics is the ability to spot patterns. 
Current methods of digital marketing utilize big data — massive collections 
of information from multiple sources. Data analytics processes this data to 
provide a company with actionable insights.

 In Digital Marketing, Data Analytics is key. It’s the best way to determine 
how you reach success. 

 Data analytics helps in eliminating many guesses such as choosing the 
right content, choosing the best marketing strategy, which products to 
develop, and many more. 



Where does the data come from?

Many different sources collect data:
- Cookies
- CRM data
- Purchasing behavior
- Future trends analysis
- Third Party Data Aggregation

Think about how many times per day we give 
a piece of data about ourselves away?

Data is a reality of our modern world. 



How is data collected?

 There are many ways to collect usable data
 Surveying or speaking with customers directly

 Market research or surveying your experience after purchase

 Tracking users across their digital footprint
 Purchasing insights from others to supply data/information

 Ex. Facebook affinity categories

 Most commonly, users online behavior is tracked through their devices and 
how they interact on social media, search engines, and more. 

 Building of consumer profiles and related profiles
 What your friends and connections do, may effect the ads you see



A question I get a lot…

 Is my Alexa always listening to me? Why do I get ads for things I talk about 
but never searched?
 The answer is yes.. But not how you think. 

 It’s listening but not to sell to advertisers

 These profiles on you are insanely accurate and take so much data into 
account. 



Three Types of Data Analytics

 Descriptive
 Descriptive analytics refers to the interpretation of historical data to identify trends and patterns, answering the 

question “What has happened?”.

 Example: Using demographic data like location to improve your keyword search effectiveness for PPC 
campaigns

 Prescriptive
 Prescriptive analytics refer to the application of testing and other techniques to determine which outcome will 

yield the best result in a given scenario by answering the questions: “why it will happen?” or “What should I 
do?”

 A/B testing ad copy to understand how users will interact

 Predictive
 Predictive analytics refers to the process of using current and/or historical data, combined with statistical 

techniques, to assess the likelihood of something happening. “What will happen?” or “When will it happen?”.

 Example: Using a determined lifetime customer value to determine how much revenue a campaign will net



How do I know what data I need?

 The data you need will be determined by both your audience and your 
need. 

 You must ask yourself:

- Where is your audience providing data about its behaviors?

- What’s the best way to gather the data?

- What data do I need to prove/track success?



Common Ways Data Analytics is Used

 Journey Mapping

 A/B Testing

 Building email calendars

 Building social media calendars

 Improving PPC campaign efficiency

 UX/UI/Web Design

 Consumer profiling

 Pricing

 Determining campaign effectiveness

 Determining Return on Investment

 Market Research

 Competitor Data

 Persona Building



How to Determine What Data You 
Need

 Discuss goals first – goals will determine your KPIs & data tracking
 Downloads? Bounce rate improvements? Conversions to a sale?

 Focus on a few impactful KPI’s instead of looking at all metrics at once
 4-10 KPI’s is good

 Understand which data points are important to determine whether a goal 
was met and which aren’t 

 Determine appropriate time frames to hit goals



Determining KPI’s

DISCUSS AND AGREE 
UPON GOALS

DECIDE WHAT FACTORS 
WILL DETERMINE 

WHETHER GOALS HAVE 
BEEN MET

DECIDE HOW TO TRACK 
FACTORS ACCURATELY

SETUP REPORTING 
STRUCTURES TO REPORT 

ON THOSE GOALS

DETERMINE TIME FRAME 
FOR REPORTING



Website Analytics Usually Tracked

 Click Thru Rate
 Bounce Rate
 Time on site
 Exit pages/ Drop off sources
 Acquisition sources and bounce rates per
 Unique Visitors
 New/returning visitors
 Number of sessions
 Conversions/Goals Met



Example

 Business A wants to increase their ecommerce revenue by 25% in 2021. 
They know that their email marketing works well to drive revenue and also 
that if they can keep a customer on their website for longer than 30 
seconds, they are likely to purchase. 

 What would their KPI’s be to track whether or not they are on their way to 
success?

 What data would they need?



Data and KPIs

 KPI’s May Be
 Number of sessions with an average amount of time on site > 60 seconds

 Number of users who visit more than 2 pages on site

 Number of people acquired from email sources

 Conversions onsite

 Campaign Data Needed May Be:
 Likely days/times where audience opens emails

 Days/times when they have free time to shop

 The devices and browsers they prefer to use

 The email platforms they’re most likely to use



Organic social media analytics usually 
tracked

 Followers and follower growth rates

 Engagement rate and engagement rate per time/day
 Like, comments, shares, etc. 

 Impressions and reach

 Share of voice

 Follower sentiment



Example

 Company B is launching a new social media campaign over Facebook 
where they will go live 2 times a month with a panel of experts. Their goal is 
to increase engagement and followers through this initiative.

 What KPI’s and data should they track?



Data and KPIs

 KPI’s to Track May Be:
 Number of followers per 30 days compared to previous 30 days

 Percent increase/growth of followers from previous period prior to live initiative

 Engagement rate 

 Data Needed for Campaign May Be;
 Days/times when their audience is most likely on Facebook

 What devices are they most likely to view on

 What copy or design elements iare most likely to get them to join in an ad



Tip: Automate reporting

 Create automated reports to be sent automatically through tools like 
Google analytics or Google Data Studio



Tools for Data Analytics

 Google Analytics
 Google Optimize
 Hotjar/Heatmapping Tools
 Social media aggregators with data tracking like Hootsuite
 Individual social sites
 SEO tools (Ahrefs, screaming frog, Semrush, etc.)
 Google Search Console
 Google Data Studio (reporting)
 Email marketing software
 Adwords Performance Grader
 But honestly, there are a million of them



How Designers Use Data

 Data can come into play in many aspects of design
 User experience/website design

 Google analytics

 Heatmapping

 Google Optimize

 Adwords data

 A/B testing of design choices for digital ads

 Determining what colors, themes, etc. will resonate with personas based upon 
historical data



Marketing Data Trends in 2022

 A key tool in data analytics is going away – 3rd party cookies. 

 Artificial intelligence and predictive algorithms

 The use of data fabric layers (DFLs)

 Further use of information coming from fitness trackers and apps

 I predict a major push and legislation in the next decade for user privacy –
similar to Europe and Canada



A Review of Big Data

 Should we be afraid of big data?

 Does Google know everything about us?

 Nah. While it may seem like an invasion of our privacy, big data has 
actually helped consumers to have a more personalized and sometimes 
less annoying experience when interacting with marketing. 

 Most people using big data, aren’t doing it with malicious intent. 



Key terms to 
know when 
talking about 
goals in theory

 KPI – Key Performance Indicators
 Data visualization
 Benchmark
 Competitive analysis
 ROI – Return on Investment
 Organic
 Paid



Key terms to 
know when 
talking about 
analytics

 Bounce rate
 Click thru rate (CTR)
 Conversion
 Unique visitor
 Returning visitor
 Sessions
 New visitor
 Landing page
 Exit page
 Entrance page
 Acquisition source
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